Myra Schatzki, M.S., CCC-SLP  
Clinical Associate Professor of Speech and Hearing Program

She has been a clinical professor at ASU for over 10 years and a licensed and certified speech-language pathologist for over 25 yrs. In 2012, she developed the SHS 461 Accent Modification course to provide practical methods of improving English pronunciation. She trains and supervises speech-language student clinicians to provide the best individualized training plan for accented speakers, regardless of their type of accent. She is an immigrant with first hand experience of incomprehensible speech. She has presented at the American Speech and Hearing Association Convention on accent modification. She continues to attend workshops and training to provide students with current clinical methods.

Join her this semester for synchronous training through Zoom. You’ll be pleasantly surprised by the outcome.

Questions?  
Email: mschatzki@asu.edu  
Request a Zoom appointment